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Abstract
The flavor changing charged currents of the weak sector of the Standard Model are studied in the framework of a quantum
statistical approach. The quantum superposition of same-type quarks, generated by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix,
is used to define three density matrices, one for each quark family. The properties of such density matrices are analyzed, in
particular, the associated von Neumann entropy. It is proven that, due to the unitarity of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix, the quantum mixtures of quarks resulting from the weak interaction do not increase entropy and, therefore, the violation
of CP and T symmetries cannot be related to the second law of thermodynamics.
The following article is published in Europhysics Letters: http://iopscience.iop.org/0295-5075/98/5/51001.
INTRODUCTION
It is now almost fifty years since the publication of
Nicola Cabibbo’s famous letter “Unitary Symmetry and
Leptonic Decays” [1], which provided the basic founda-
tion for quark mixing in the weak interaction sector of
the Standard Model. Ten years later, Makoto Kobayashi
and Toshihide Maskawa extended the work of Cabibbo to
three generations of quarks and established the unitary
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [2]. The
work of Kobayashi and Maskawa became notorious for
explaining the observed CP violation [3] in the context
of a renormalizable theory of the weak interactions, and
for predicting the existence of the bottom and top quarks
[4–6], the third generation of quarks. As a result and ac-
cording to the CPT theorem [7–13], the weak sector of
the Standard Model was settled in its present form, vio-
lating both CP and T symmetries by the same amount,
in order to preserve CPT invariance.
The quarks charged current sector in the Standard
Model Lagrangian, i.e. the V-A coupling to the W bo-
son, can be written in terms of mass eigenstates as
LCC = − g
2
√
2
W †µ
∑
i,j
u¯iγ
µ(1− γ5)Vijdj + h.c., (1)
where i and j are the quark generation indices and V is
the CKM matrix. The down-type weak eigenstates, |d′i〉,
are related to the mass eigenstates, |dj〉, through
|d′i〉 =
∑
j
Vij |dj〉, (2)
so that each up-type quark couples with every down-type
quark by means of the CKM matrix. The CKM matrix is
a 3×3 unitary matrix with four independent parameters.
The unitarity constraints are expressed by
∑
i
|Vij |2 =
∑
j
|Vij |2 = 1, (3)
for each quark generation, and by the triangular relations
∑
k
VikV
∗
jk = 0, (4)
for any i 6= j. The CKM matrix can be parameter-
ized in many different ways [14, 15]. The standard pa-
rameterization of the CKM matrix, used in this letter,
comprises three mixing angles (θ12, θ23, θ13) and a CP-
violating phase δ13, where θ12 represents the Cabibbo
angle.
The CKM matrix is nowadays one of the pillars of the
Standard Model of particle physics and has been exper-
imentally scrutinized, along the years, at the main high-
energy facilities, such as the Large Electron-Positron Col-
lider, the Tevatron, the BrookhavenNational Laboratory,
the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory and, more re-
cently, at the Large Hadron Collider, among others [16].
In this letter, the mixing of quarks is analyzed in the
scope of quantum statistical mechanics, following a sim-
ilar approach first used by Miller [17] for SU(3)c quark
states. The density matrices built from the superposition
of quarks of different generations are used to calculate the
von Neumann entropy and conclusions are drawn on the
CP and T symmetry violations and on the absence of an
arrow of time in particle physics.
TIME ASYMMETRIES
The different time asymmetries can be classified in
three categories [18]: the universal t-asymmetry, related
to the expansion of the universe; the macroscopic t-
asymmetry, also known as the second law of thermody-
namics, in which the arrow of time is associated with the
increase of entropy; and the microscopic t-asymmetry,
present in several particle physics theories such as the
Standard Model. The different time asymmetries are not
related to each other, so the microscopic t-asymmetry
cannot provide a microscopic explanation of the second
law of thermodynamics observed at a macroscopic level.
Even in the weak interaction of the Standard model,
where CP and T symmetries are violated, the implica-
tions are that the CP eigenstates of a particle, for exam-
ple the neutral kaon, have different masses and different
decay widths, a fact that, by itself, does not imply any
arrow of time. In fact, any microscopic physics process,
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when observed backwards in time, is perfectly symmetric
and does not violate any fundamental physical law, even
if it is statistically unlikely. However, despite the unidi-
rectionality of time is only determined by the increase of
entropy, this question has never been addressed, in such
terms, in particle physics.
CKM DENSITY MATRICES
The density matrix, independently introduced by John
von Neumann [20] and by Lev Landau [21], in 1927, is a
self-adjoint positive-semidefinite matrix of trace one, par-
ticularly useful to describe and perform calculations on
mixed states, i.e. linear combinations of several quantum
states. For a superposition of quantum states,
|Ψ〉 =
∑
n
Cn|Ψn〉, (5)
the density matrix is defined as
ρ =
∑
n,m
CnC
∗
m|Ψn〉〈Ψm|. (6)
Accordingly, three CKM density matrices can be con-
structed from the quark mixing presented in eq. (2),
ρi =
∑
j,k
VijV
∗
ik|dj〉〈dk|, (7)
one for each generation of quarks. The hermiticity and
trace one are clearly visible, for example, in the density
matrix for the first generation which reads
ρ1 =


c
2
12c
2
13 c12s12c
2
13 c12c13s13e
iδ13
c12s12c
2
13 s
2
12c
2
13 c13s12s13e
iδ13
c12c13s13e
−iδ13 c13s12s13e
−iδ13 s
2
13

 ,
(8)
where cij = cos θij and sij = sin θij . The three den-
sity matrices are singular (non-invertible) and share one
additional and peculiar property: each one of the three
matrices has only one non-zero eigenvalue, which is equal
to one. This queer feature appears as a result of the uni-
tarity triangles of the CKM matrix given by eq. (4), and
has a direct impact on the von Neumann entropy.
The von Neumann entropy [22–24] is the quantum gen-
eralization of the classical entropy and, for a given density
matrix, ρ, its definition is
S(ρ) = −Tr (ρ log ρ) , (9)
or, in terms of the ρ matrix eigenvalues,
S(ρ) = −
∑
j
λj logλj . (10)
As the only non-zero eigenvalue of each density matrix is
equal to one and since
lim
x→0
x log x = 0, (11)
the von Neumann entropy is zero for all the three density
matrices. As a result, the quark mixing does not increase
the entropy, a direct consequence of the unitarity of the
CKM matrix.
DISCUSSION
The quark mixing density matrices were defined and
analyzed in this letter. Charged currents in the weak
sector of the Standard Model lead to quark mixing, but
one concludes that such processes do not increase the
von Neumann entropy. Despite this result might seem
unnatural, since quantum mixed states with zero entropy
are not usually found, it makes perfect sense from the
physical point of view. Even though the quark mixing
violates CP symmetry and, therefore, the T symmetry to
preserve the CPT invariance, neither CP nor T violations
represent any arrow of time, so entropy should not be
increased. In other words, T symmetry violation in the
dynamical laws of particle physics is not related to the
second law of thermodynamics. Since the result obtained
here is primarily due to the unitarity of the CKM matrix,
it constraints possible new physics in quark flavor mixing
beyond the Standard Model of particle physics. The non-
unitarity of the CKM matrix would imply an increase of
entropy, and therefore, an arrow of time.
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